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Abstract 

My recently completed Ph.D. in Systems Engineering on the subject of Emergent Design
i
 focused on 

the dynamics of the architectural design process. This study led the author to develop certain fundamental 

ideas that would initiate a refactoring of the Integral Software Engineering Methodology
ii
 and transform it 

into an Integral Systems Engineering Methodology (ISEM), which would then allow architectural design 

to be applied as an alternative to the UML/SysML paradigm at the Systems level. In this paper we will 

discuss how the ISEM language has been upgraded and we will propose a rationale for its use in light of 

the future direction of Architectural Design and how we can define it when we use Domain Specific 

Languages and Model Based Design. This is part of a larger research program that focuses on using 

Semiotics to understand Sign Engineering as defined by Pieter Wisse
iii
. We will also highlight the 

importance of the Gurevich Abstract State Machine Method
iv
 and how it can be used as a basis for 

determining the causal structure and the computability of functional designs prior to the implementation 

of physical designs that use Minimal Methods for organizing designs into structures that will promote 

increased performance. In addition, we will also show how the proposed design and method can be 

adapted to the computing infrastructure on which the applications run. The ISEM language contains most 

of the UML
v
/SysML

vi
 methods plus others, but our focus will be on higher level organizing structures that 

organize the system level, which will give us a more effective control of the architectural design‟s 

structure. 
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Considerations in Architectural Domain Specific Language Design 

Domain Specific Languages (DSL)
vii

 are gaining popularity but there is a high entry cost for 

changing the way development is done when using a new approach if we must develop these 

domain specific languages before we actually do any work to define the Design. The goal of 

Integral Systems Engineering Language (ISEM) is to facilitate and simplify the application of 

this type of design approach by providing a template for a textual DSL, which will be supported 

by tools that every engineer already has. The use of textual rather than graphical tools for design 

goes against the trend established by UML and SysML. Also, ISEM departs from software 
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languages because it is not closed and context free, but instead is adaptable and changeable to the 

particular process of the design as it is implemented by the Designer. The ISEM language 

provides a grammar template by using a spreadsheet that can handle 90% of all necessary 

grammatical constructions needed for defining static architectural structures. Most General 

Purpose programming languages use complex syntax in order to represent the dynamics of 

algorithms, which allows the interleaving of orthogonal language features. But design, especially 

architectural design, deals mostly with the static structure of the system and normally does not 

need this level of sophistication. As a result, it lacks the ability to represent any kind of structure 

that one may wish to produce at the more detailed design level of a programming language. 

Architectural structures are more narrowly scoped than the features that are now availabe for 

different types of programming structures  that are implemented at the level of software code. 

We will call this Architectural Design „staticware‟ and we would like to represent it at the 

conceptual level of the ultimate intent of the designer rather than in lower level constructs. Even 

UML and SysML may be at a level of construct that is too low and too general for the purposes 

of the Designer. What the Designer wants to do is to capture his intent within the design at a 

level that more sophisticated users and stakeholders can understand. In addition, the Designer 

may also want to blend this „staticware‟ with design constructs that are referred to here as 

minimal design methods of the type that appear in UML and SysML. The Designer may also 

want to use representations with different profiles that are difficult to represent within the 

domain specific framework of UML and SysML. Textual DSLs can represent anything that can 

be specified in language and in text. One merely creates an appropriate sublanguage that talks 

about the given domain in a way that is commonly understood. One of the problems of UML and 

SysML is their semantic weakness, but the ISEM language is designed to show multiple 

connections between elements at the same time rather than merely using only two-point 

connections with lines. ISEM also supports „knowledge capture‟ at the conceptual level at which 

the Domain Specialist is thinking and this is subsequently augmented by the design concepts that 

are taken down to the detail where software code can be written or generated. Knowledge 

capture not only supports knowledge management but also supports Ontological Engineering 

because, in the process of creating the Domain Specific language, the ontology of the domain is 

recorded as well as the context and other dimensions of the problem, as well as solutions that 

cannot be captured easily by general purpose design methods and languages. 

ISEM language appears as a set template of columns in a spreadsheet. It comes populated 

with general purpose DSLs that show the structure of the language statements in many examples. 

But, the advantage of ISEM is that the Designer can not only make up his own statements that 

will extend existing languages, but he can also create his own domain specific language when 

using this template. This process has two steps because after the requirements development is 

completed, then the Architectural Designer must begin to think about the specific domain 

concepts that need to be represented in the design as well as the architectural concepts that could 

be used to structure those concepts in the particular application that would implement the 

requirements. The key to ISEM is the flexibility of the language template and the ubiquity of the 

supporting tool that lowers the barrier for entry into this approach. The process of Architectural 

Design could produce domain specific languages and extend existing design languages that 

express minimal design methods. The Architect would use the statements at the Model Level to 

produce Instance Level Designs for different parts of the system. These languages that form 

ISEM can be mixed together as necessary and be added to new languages that express domain 

concepts. They are expressed in text that is initially produced according to the grammar template 
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in the spreadsheet. However, the text could be exported into files and managed in configuration 

management systems and manipulated by text editors. Spreadsheets would be the best way to 

easily manage and manipulate the statements of the language because their use is quite natural 

and also allows an analysis of the languages, the models, and the scripting that can manipulate 

the models. 

We are very interested in the fact that it is much easier for someone to make up their own 

language than it is to learn the language of someone else‟s. This fact is exploited in ISEM where 

there is freedom to make up Domain Specific Languages at will, and to change the syntax by 

adding columns to the spreadsheet template. This means that the Designer is not hobbled by a 

preexisting language that was created by someone else. The languages of ISEM are examples 

that can be leveraged to see how the languages work, as well as how these languages should be 

constructed on the form of the ISEM template. Also, they can be used as a „tool box‟ to suggest 

the kinds of statements that might be needed for the design of realtime systems, while the 

architects are free to make up their own languages and statements and to create identifiers for 

instantiating existing statements. This means that the Architect can remain fluent and be in 

complete control because of the overall understanding of the languages that he is using since he 

has created them (for the most part) to satisfy the requirements of the domain that he is 

addressing. 

The Structure of ISEM 

ISEM has been created to be as easy to read as possible. Each column in the spreadsheet has 

a place for a particular grammatical lexical unit. Reflective language is the first language in 

ISEM and it describes ISEM (itself) as well as all other ISEM languages. The second language in 

ISEM is a representation of KM3
viii

 from the INIRA
ix

 ATLAS group that has simplified the 

description of the models in all meta-levels beyond what is available from the OMG in UML 

infrastructure as well as Meta-Object Facility (MOF), or Eclipse Ecore, or Object Constraint 

Language (OCL). Using the KM3 language representation and the ISEM reflective language 

allows all possible languages to be described regardless of their complexity and domain. 

However, since we wish to advocate the use of the Gurevich Abstract State Machine (GASM)
x
 

Method and the Wisse Metapattern Methods
xi

, there are languages associated with these methods 

as well as a State Machine Method that realize the same structures that are available for state 

machines in UML. The Gurevich Method is a set of rules that allows computational systems to 

be created from language constructs in any domain. The Wisse Method aids the creation of 

contextual objects rather than normal object-oriented constructs of entities that are free of 

context. Taken together, the Wisse and Gurevich methods complement each other as a way to 

generate the structure of the system at a high level of abstraction. This makes it possible for one 

to adapt this model to any level necessary in order to articulate the functional and causal 

structure of the system so that it can be designed in a way that shows that it is computationally 

viable. However, these models are not concerned with performance. It is only after the 

introduction of performance issues that it becomes necessary to introduce design concepts for 

separating and organizing the natural functions and hierarchies of the system. At that time we 

would introduce other minimal design methods to augment the domain specific languages and 

the state machines and rules that have been developed in the bridge models, and this will allow 

us to connect between the requirements and the performance architecture of the design. If there 
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were not performance issues or cross-cutting concerns, or a need for object inheritance, then we 

could merely continue to elaborate the GASM model until we had a running simulation of the 

system under design. But, for practical purposes we only elaborate the GASM model until it is 

clear that the functional and causal structure is coherent, and then, at some point, we could 

transition to performance oriented Architectural Design, which is at a higher level than Detailed 

Design. However, it is important to note that in this transition the very models that we have used 

to articulate the system (up to this point) can continue to be elaborated with performance 

oriented changes. Furthermore, if it is refined properly, architectural design can serve as the basis 

for various levels of code generation as long as it is properly augmented by minimal design 

method extensions. The real promise of a DSL approach is that it allows the various model meta-

levels to be used as a basis for code generation, while at the same time capturing knowledge at 

each level of the design. 

 

The original ISEM had a real-time software orientation and had a complete set of minimal 

methods that were necessary for producing real-time systems. This was created prior to the 

introduction of UML. The new ISEM is slated to borrow from UML wherever there is an 

established standard. But it still represents the same set of minimal methods that are necessary 

for real-time design and departs from UML wherever it is necessary to extend the language to 

make it work more efficiently for real-time designs. UML existing profiles have the necessary 

features for the design of many different kinds of systems and there is no reason to introduce 

unnecessary disparate terminology now that a standard exists. But, the UML profiles that exist 

are limited in their expressiveness and they do not have all the profiles we would like to have for 

supporting real-time design completely. However, the thrust of the new language is not in the 

area of minimal design methods, but rather at an architectural level where new concepts of a 

higher order than UML and SysML are being introduced. That is where the genuine novelty of 

the new ISEM language lies because it introduces a combination between the Ossher GRID
xii

 

and the Lano N2
xiii

 methods, which allows it to fully flesh out the architectural design level of 

the ISEM languages. The first version of ISEM used Ossher‟s GRID in a four-dimensional form 

to produce a model of architecture that could bring together all the various minimal design 

methods to describe an architectural component. But the new ISEM language elaborates on this 

level of abstraction that contributes to developing a way of expressing Emergent Architectural 

Design. 

The Basis of ISEM 

The author recently completed a Ph.D. research project that developed the concept of 

Schemas Theory while studying the foundations of Systems Engineering. Schemas Theory 

provides a basis for understanding the nature of the Emergent System and Meta-system 

(Operational Environment) Design, and it is on the basis of this research that we now return to 

the definition of the ISEM language so that we can express (in a fundamental way) the 

representations necessary to capture an emergent architectural design. ISEM can capture these 

representations because it allows the Designer the greatest possible freedom to create new 

statements in any language and to create new languages that can express the design intent of the 

System Architect at the highest conceptual levels. We base our method on Wittgenstein‟s 

Tractatus
xiv

, which defines the basis for how we may allow any fact about the design to be 
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captured either with an existing statement or a newly coined statement. The Designer can even 

change the grammatical template of the languages as he sees fit by adding columns to the 

spreadsheet and labeling them, which then enables him to use that new grammatical feature. So, 

neither methods nor tools will hinder the creative designer from creating the most accurate and 

domain specific model of the system. Because the language template is simple and because it is a 

combination of operator/operand and Subject/Verb/Object it can style the expression of intent 

within the framework of the language template in a straightforward and flexible way. „Define‟ 

statements create the ontology of the application and „Posit‟ statements relate those ontological 

statements to each other not only in inheritance or ownership hierarchies, but in all other ways 

that might be needed to express what is necessary within the design. Lemmas and Operations can 

be added as necessary to produce dynamic representations of the system. All four meta-levels of 

the model structure can be easily expressed using KM3 languages. However, the spreadsheet 

template grammar expresses the meta-model
xv

 while the statements‟ generic tokens for 

identifiers express the generic model level. When identifiers are added they express the terminal 

model or the instance model level. KM3 would be used to describe the meta-meta-model of the 

system. KM3, which is a self-reflexive meta-meta-model, is unlikely to change for any reason 

because it expresses the most fundamental ontological constructs such as the definition of 

entities and relationships. The grammar of the ISEM template could be changed occasionally, 

but this should be done only after a great deal of consideration. The actual models expressed in 

that grammar could be completely reworked, if not reinvented, as well as new languages added 

during the design process. The Designer does not have to stick with the statements as presented 

in the language. Any statement could be changed easily to suit the designer‟s style of expression. 

Of course, these changes should be coordinated and filtered when there is a team involved in the 

design. Design teams should use statements of the same style to avoid confusion, although this is 

like any style guide. As soon as a language is changed, then the consistency and completeness, as 

well as the well-formedness (clarity) of the language, becomes subject to analysis, which will 

confirm the correctness of the language. Unlike languages that are parsed, it may be that the 

Designer will allow the language to remain para-complete, para-consistent (See Graham 

Priest
xvi

), or para-clear. In other words, keeping the language consistent, complete, and clear may 

be a second priority to the actual representation of the design in the heat of the moment. 

However, if the language itself is complete, consistent, and clear, then that assures the quality of 

the terminal or instance models that are created from the statements in the generic model. If the 

generic models are allowed to become incomplete, inconsistent, or not-well-formed, then some 

sort of model transformation will be necessary. However, if the Designer is consistent in his use 

of the new statements that he invents, then much of that work can be done by „search and 

replace‟ within the spreadsheet. It is fairly easy to rework the model so that it is complete and 

consistent (again) and that well-formedness is taken care of by the spreadsheet format. The 

advantage of ISEM lies in the fact that the Designer can make up new statements on the fly as he 

needs them without generating a parser or doing model checking and this will enable him to 

capture the design concept in a more effective and expeditious manner. After the design capture 

has been done, then the Designer can devote himself to making the final product more complete 

and consistent after the fact when it matters most. In this process the Designer becomes his own 

Methodologist and is also freed to express the central concepts of any domain as he understands 

them and in a manner that others can also understand. This is because there are no unnecessary 

syntactical encumbrances such as those that appear in pre-created languages. The spreadsheet 

makes it easy to create all sorts of concordances of the language and to search for language 
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sentences to express what needs to be expressed, although, if you don‟t find them quickly you 

have the option of creating something on the spot and need not worry about placing it in a 

normative form until later. Since the language mimics simple English (or the operator/operand 

structure) it is easy for the Designer to make up simple and understandable statements that 

express exactly what he wants to express. He can worry about reconciling these various 

statements‟ styles that capture the same intent later. However, even though the statement 

structure is not very important, using the same identifiers for the same thing is very important. 

Search facilities and concordance facilities (provided by the spreadsheet) can give some 

guidance as well. 

For Systems Engineering, this new approach using ISEM should simplify the life of the 

System Engineer. Now he can write textual explanations of processes that are difficult to 

manage. Just as we learned to use single axiomatic sentences for requirements, we must now 

learn to use DSLs to express the Emergent Architectural Designs that we create in order to 

reflect those requirements in the implementable system design. Of course, we should still have 

textual descriptions like the Operations Concept (OpsCon)
xvii

 and specifications that are 

explanatory, but the base design representation needs to be expressed in textual DSLs texts 

instead of natural written language documents and these would be easy to control with textually 

oriented configuration control systems. And, they will help us to do estimates in the future 

because it will give Systems Engineering the equivalent of a line of code (SLOC)
xviii

 for the 

purpose of measuring the productivity of our systems design. Because the tool that is being used 

is actually a spreadsheet, it is already readily available to every systems engineer who has a basic 

computer desktop set up with Open Office or MS Office. We can now track how long it will take 

to create a generic DSL, or to produce a terminal, or an instance model by using a DSL generic 

model. 

The Meta Core Sub-language 

The first „META Core language‟ would be a reflective language derived from a template for 

language syntax. This reflective language will make it possible to have a meta-language about 

any language that one creates within this template structure. It deals with the parsing of the 

language and its structure, which is composed of meta-information, instructions, and a 

grammatical SVO (Subject Verb Object) template. The structure can be parsed into a tree of 

terminal and non-terminal symbols that can be turned into an abstract syntax tree of operators 

and operands. The language allows the speciation of the sequence of terms in the language as it 

appears in the headers of the spreadsheet. This meta-language called “META Core language” is 

distinguished from the “META KM3 language” that allows the description of all models at 

whatever meta-level. KM3 is a simpler version of what appears in the UML infrastructure and 

the Meta Object Facility (MOF)
xix

. There are hierarchies of both meta-languages and meta-

models and they are different from each other. One is the representation and the other is the 

conceptual structure that is being represented. Both have a series of meta-levels that are parallel 

to each other. The META Core language is just one representation. There may be many 

representations of design concepts, for example, graphical representations in UML. It is 

interesting that programming is textual but design tools have become graphical. The problem 

with this is that the graphical languages such as UML and SysML are semantically weak. Even 

though ISEM is very simple, it is still much stronger semantically because it can have statements 
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that relate multiple objects with each other at the same time. ISEM is also represented in 

simplified English and it is readily understandable. There is nothing to stop someone from 

creating a graphical representation that mimics the domain specific languages that are created. 

The problem is that this step is complicated and difficult to do as a prerequisite to creating the 

design. The problem with UML and SysML is that they already exist as tools, yet, they are 

generic (like generic programming languages) and thus are difficult to extend for the purpose of 

producing domain specific profiles. Here we are trying to achieve a first step that will allow 

anyone to create DSLs with the tools they already have and thus derive the benefit quickly so 

that they can see if it is worthwhile to produce parsers for their own DSLs, or new Profiles for 

UML, or other types of more complex approaches to using DSLs in development. In other 

words, using ISEM does not preclude the later use of more complex implementations of Model 

Driven Design and Domain Driven Design
xx

 using Domain Specific Languages, but it offers a 

first step where the value of the DSL can be proven to the Systems Engineers and Software 

Engineers concerned with Design. We especially want a tool that is easy to use so that we can 

facilitate the Emergent Designs of new and innovative systems that will not get in the way of the 

design process itself or require retooling in order to reap the benefits of Model Based Design and 

Domain Specific Language development and use. 

Diagrams and Models 

Much design today is done through using Powerpoint slides or Visio diagrams. These 

diagrams are semantically weak because they only indicate what is being said by the person who 

developed them for presentation, and they only retain their meaning as long as that person is 

around to explain the diagrams. If, on the other hand, we take these “Powerpoint engineering” 

diagrams and produce a domain specific language that explains what their objects and lines mean 

then we will have captured a shared and transferable knowledge in a reusable medium. It is 

quite interesting that from the time of Euclid
xxi

 our tradition has relied on diagrams and text for 

the construction of proofs and that even today this is fundamental to engineering. Look at any 

specification and you will see text, diagrams, and tables for the most part. But there is no meta-

information that structures the meaning of the elements in the text, diagrams, and tables. Thus, 

these descriptions have no models behind them but only have a surface description, which we 

rely upon to describe and explain the system. Without the models there are no proofs, i.e., no 

closure to the descriptions and explanations. Having models allows us to prove properties about 

the design such as their consistency, completeness, and clarity, which are the properties of all 

formal systems. If a model is para-consistent, para-complete, or para-clear then we can do 

analysis to find out where the gaps in the model lie. This is not possible when there is merely a 

surface representation by text, diagrams, and tables with no models behind them. 

In the geometry of Euclid there is a parallel between the diagram and the statements of the 

proof. This parallelism allows the analyst to see that the relationship between the two is 

isomorphic and closed, which allows the proof to be conclusive. Models offer this possibility for 

engineering systems. If we had models that are traced to our requirements behind our 

specifications, then we could use those models to connect things that appear in diagrams, texts, 

and tables within our specifications. Models are simple to create if we use an approach like 

ISEM, although it is difficult to confirm their proprieties by analysis. However, in normal 

engineering systems we do not prove the properties of designs but merely trust the due diligence 
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of the Designer. It is important to understand that the model only has the properties of a formal 

system, i.e., consistency, completeness, and clarity. These are the properties that appear between 

the Aspects of Presence, Identity, and Truth. It is only when we add the Aspect of Reality that we 

get the crucial aspects of verifiability, validity, and coherence. Verifiability is the relationship 

that the model has to the requirements. Validity represents the relationship between the model 

and the context of use. Coherence is the internal synergy and integrity of the model that is 

achieved when we add a model behind the surface presentation of a system design 

representation. For example, it is possible to pose questions about the design model that 

underlies the representation when we use an MS Powerpoint slide diagram that has been 

annotated with the modeling statements in a DSL. The Powerpoint diagram cannot answer our 

questions, only the Designer can satisfy our queries, particularly if the slide is not annotated. As 

Peter Naur
xxii

 points out, no amount of documentation can capture what the Designer has in 

mind, but a model can serve as a representation of the knowledge that his diagrams and pictures 

do not capture. We can ask if the model is complete and consistent with itself, and if it conforms 

to the well-formedness rules of the representational medium. We can also compare the terminal 

or instance statements of the DSL and view them as „taken together‟ or as a synthesis of the 

requirements in the actual context of use. This is easy if the language can be understood as a 

stakeholder that generates the requirements as „needs‟ or „wants‟, and if the end users in the 

operational environment can also understand the requirements and how their operationalization 

of the system can be used in its final place of deployment where it will be used as a tool to help 

them accomplish their goal. By triangulating the requirements through verification and the 

operational environment through validation, we can discover the coherence of the model, which 

is a deeper property the model has within itself because it signifies its synergy, integrity, and 

poise toward the environment beyond its own synthesis. Without the model it is impossible to 

query surface representations concerning these properties because the surface representations 

cannot be shown as closed. Without the model we are assuming that the conceptual model is in 

the designer‟s mind. The model allows us to visualize the Designer‟s conceptual representation 

of the model. This allows others to look at the model and to analyze it. Furthermore, the model 

can become a vehicle for the individual to capture and communicate his tacit knowledge, which 

is informing the design indirectly. By creating a model we can represent knowledge directly and 

then use that knowledge to test the coherence, validity, and verifiability of the surface 

representations of the design. 

Picture, Plan, and Model 

In my dissertation I discuss the sub-schemas of Picture, Plan, and Model, which are projected 

as precursors of the Whole Form that is being designed. The diagrams that appear in Powerpoint 

designs are pictures. They are normally global pictures of the parts of the design, or they may be 

pictures of the different parts of the design. In order to produce a model one must first have a 

plan. The plan (like a blueprint) shows the object under design from different viewpoints with 

the various features measured and augmented by notations. The plan allows us to know what 

would be repeated in different dimensions to produce the model. The model is usually an abstract 

representation of the whole system in miniature, sometimes with certain details omitted, or in 

some cases, as a yet non-working configuration that abstracts from the complete functioning of 

the final synthetic system implementation. We are advocating that we should use the ISEM 
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language to produce plans and models that would stand behind our diagrammatic representations 

with the same integrity as the statements expressed in a Euclidian Proof (that are isomorphic to 

the diagram of the proof). To produce the plan we must construct a series of models, meta-

models, and meta
2
-models that form the basis for the representation of the terminal or instance 

model. A series such as this can define what will be repeated in the representation and can be 

used to build up the terminal or instance model. It defines the ontology of the domain by 

specifying the possible categories and elements that can appear in the model. Then, a series of 

meta-models will describe what kinds of relationships that these ontological elements can have 

with each other. These are stated in a restricted English formalism. They are posited relationships 

between ontological elements identified through definition statements. These posited relationship 

statements can relate the elements to each other in order to make sense within the domain. 

Beyond these two basic statements we can also have Lemmas and Proof type statements. 

Lemmas are steps toward proofs; they include the relationships between statements that establish 

deeper structures in the modeling system. Of course, we would like to prove our designs and that 

is (for the most part) a distant goal. But, at this point, what we can do is to build up Lemmas in 

order to strive for a kind of closure that would allow proofs to be written about the system. We 

should think of the system as a synthesis, and if that synthesis is completely closed, i.e., a convex 

solution, then that is what we will ultimately strive for in our models of the system. We are in a 

design process that posits synthesis and works toward it. We move back and forth between the 

analysis of the model and its representations, as well as the further elaboration of the synthesis 

that we are projecting on the design. Charles Peirce
xxiii

 calls this property of the synthesis a 

“Third” because it has the assumed continuity of the design as a whole system. The individual 

objects and their relationships are the “Firsts” (Isolata) and the “Seconds” (Relata) in the 

terminology of Peirce
xxiv

. Peirce makes a very interesting point that is not normally understood, 

which is, that there is a difference between the precision of analysis and what he calls the 

precission of the synthesis
xxv

. Precission, with two „ss‟ means that we are not taking the system 

synthesis apart, but we are articulating the various aspects of the synthesis when it is still 

operative. When we produce models we need to oscillate between the precision of Analysis and 

the precission of Synthesis as we approach the limit of the „system synthesis closure‟ that we 

want to achieve in the design. But, if we do not have a model representation of the design, this 

task is very difficult to perform. What we want is a representation that will give us the most 

direct access as possible, and that is what ISEM attempts to give: a representation where the 

structure of the syntax is as simple as possible and a representation where the formal language 

is as direct as possible so that we can oscillate between the precision of Analysis that 

deconstructs the parts of the system and the precission of Synthesis that works backwards from 

the posited synthesis. A representation such as this will give clarity and soundness to the design 

and will facilitate the shared vision of the design team. We want reviewable documents that will 

represent the model of the design and capture the knowledge of the system at the level of the 

intention of the users and stakeholders of the design. In other words, domain experts should be 

able to read the representation and understand it without being hampered by the clutter of the 

syntax of computer languages. It should represent the concepts they are working with and not 

some transformation of those concepts into another language or representation that is familiar 

only to the system architect and the software engineers. ISEM allows this oscillation between the 

decomposition of analysis through precision and the articulation of the projected design 

Synthesis by precission. The design synthesis we are projecting, which is emergent, is our vision 

of how to build a system so that it actually works as intended for the customer and end user. This 
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demand causes us to create new statements in our generic design model languages and domain 

specific languages. It may also drive us to create new languages to capture other views of the 

system that are either domain specific or necessary due to the technological infrastructure we are 

using to realize the system. The languages that represent the models themselves are syntheses at 

a higher level of abstraction in the knowledge domains that support the specific system design. 

Many times these knowledge domains remain tacit within the kinds of specifications we 

normally use to describe the systems that we build. ISEM type modeling languages attempt to 

make these modeling domains explicit and thus can be a means for capturing our own knowledge 

about various domains, or for communicating that knowledge to others in a concise form. It is a 

way for us to collect our own knowledge of design and to develop our own architectural styles. 

Designers could produce their own languages with a language design that supports their own 

knowledge, styles, and approaches toward their design. ISEM is merely one example that shows 

the feasibility and efficacy of such a simple and direct approach to Model Based Engineering and 

Domain Engineering that includes an example version of Domain Specific Languages tailored 

for architectural design. Every language could be omitted, tailored, and recreated as the Designer 

(acting as domain engineer) saw fit. The high entry costs of designing parsers or graphical tools 

for our domain specific languages are not necessary. We can benefit from Domain Specific 

Languages in these Model Based Designs quickly and efficiently by using the tools we already 

have in a new way. This allows us to experiment and prove our concepts before we invest in 

expensive tooling that we may not use, as well as avoiding the wasted time and energy spent on 

an approach that has been developed in a traditional manner that uses only the surface 

representations of our designs. The promise of model based design will give us the opportunity 

to use these models to generate products from our design, such as code. Eventually we want our 

models to become the center of the system rather than an appendage to the system. As long as 

the code or the material implementation of the system is the center focus, then we are stuck 

producing documentation that may never be used or could possibly be wrong. However, if we 

eventually generate the code or material implementation from the model, then we will continue 

to update the models because they will become the center of the system implementation rather 

than an unnecessary supplement. 

The Importance of Parsers 

When we finally arrive at a point in time when there will be a parsed language for the ISEM 

DSLs, we expect that the Domain Specific Languages will have become somewhat standardized 

so that new parsers only need to be introduced for handling new statements that are added by the 

Designer rather than building new parsers for every variation of the languages. Presently, parsing 

is deferred in these DSLs because our adherence to „parser restrictions‟ limits the creative 

expression of the Designer. Rather, the emphasis is on maximal expressibility at the point where 

the Emergent Architectural Design is being visualized and synthesized. At that point we want to 

have a platform of a language template that we can use, although we want maximum resilience, 

adaptability, and flexibility in our mode of expression so that we can simultaneously be 

developing the representation for the design and the design itself. Our language does not have to 

be able to express everything from the very beginning as programming languages do. Rather 

than having a closed and context free language, we want an open and „context sensitive‟ 

language for our first attempts at capturing the emergent synthesis of the design. Later, once we 
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have a sketch of the design at some level of abstraction, then we will be able to fill in that 

synthesis through an analysis of the language extensions or new domain languages that we have 

created in the process. At a later stage we will want to formalize the languages that we are using 

and tighten them up by improving their formal properties. At that time we can refactor our 

designs based on a higher formalism and introduce models whose representations can be parsed 

and whose conceptual systems have the necessary formal properties we desire. Thus, we are 

advocating that we allow for para-consistency, para-completeness, and para-clarity in our 

languages and models during the first part of the design process as we create an infrastructure 

that supports the design and develops along with the superstructure of the design itself. This will 

allow the architectural design representations and models to be fully emergent. 

As a model based engineering approach, ISEM embodies the technologically simplest 

possible way that an entire hierarchical structure of meta-models and language representations 

can be easily understood and easily manipulated. There are many complex standards in this area, 

but these complex standards get in the way of understanding the fundamental ideas behind 

Model Based Engineering and Domain Specific Languages. With ISEM, it is possible to see a 

modest yet fully integrated approach to Model Based Engineering with DSLs. It uses tools that 

everyone who operates within desktop environments will understand. It does not require any 

special tools that cost money beyond the bare minimum that has already been spent to support 

engineering work. It allows products to be produced that can be reviewed, shared, and 

configuration managed. The models can be incorporated into standard engineering products such 

as specifications and operational concept documents. It does not use any unreadable syntax such 

as XML as its basis, but can easily be transformed into XML if necessary to interface with other 

established or future representational tools. Model transformations could be used to move the 

designs that are in ISEM into other tools. Thus, designers can produce products on a small scale 

and then transform them into a larger representational environment as necessary. There are also 

other textual representations of models being developed, for example, Xtext
xxvi

 is part of Eclipse 

and could be used interchangeably with ISEM or as a transformation of ISEM. The parsing and 

transformation of ISEM into other graphical or textual representations is always possible. Having 

a parser for ISEM is not crucial because it can easily be built with ANTLR
xxvii

 and other parser 

generation systems if necessary. It can also be embedded in extendable languages such as M, 

Converge
xxviii

, or PI
xxix

. When we first attempt to capture the Emergent Architectural Design it is 

more important to maximize flexibility, adaptability, and resilience while the vision is still fresh. 

First, we may write down a description of the system design as a brief sketch. We could make 

drawings on the back of envelope (or on a quadpad). But then, as we articulate and solidify that 

design, we may want to describe it more formally in simple English by using statements that 

capture what we know at the time. ISEM is designed so that the various facts that you know 

about the design can be captured in a statement. For this reason ISEM has more statements that 

are absolutely necessary because it has statements that will allow each entity and each 

relationship to be captured independently. For instance, if we only know that one state exists we 

should be able to write that down, or if we only know that there is a relationship between two 

states we should be able to capture that also. But eventually we may want to move toward a more 

concise representation where there is a single statement for each state vector in the system. ISEM 

allows you to discover the nature of the design as it emerges and then to consolidate the various 

features of the design as more information is gathered that allows the designers to make that 

consolidation. It allows you to create new statements or whole languages for capturing the novel 

and emergent qualities of the design. It is this simple extensibility of ISEM that makes it 
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valuable as the first responder in the design process. It takes the designer‟s knowledge and makes 

it more concrete and applicable to the design as it emerges. And we know that the process of 

writing allows us to discover new ideas and expand upon our design paradigms as we design. 

This then allows us to apply analysis and synthesis to the representations that are created in 

ISEM as well as to consolidate what we have learned in the emergent process of creating the first 

architectural design model. Most designers study methods, languages, tools, and other 

applications in order to form ideas about how things can be designed. Instead, we engineers tend 

to make up things as we go along when we are engaged in the design process and we use 

methods and tools in an ad hoc fashion, first, by doing everything by hand (possibly on quadpads 

or on pieces of paper). We then take these thoughts and ideas and refine their sketches until we 

have something workable and this is the point when ISEM proves to be very useful. ISEM allows 

these sketches to be captured in the first formalism so that consistency and completeness checks 

can be done early on the sketches.  

Terminal or instance models may only use a small part of the available language but they are 

only as complex as the system that is being designed. As the design progresses we could reduce 

the number of statements that are being used to express a feature of the design. For example, we 

could replace separate statements about states and transitions and functions with singles 

statements about state vectors. So, there is some expectation that there would be consolidation of 

the instance or terminal model as the design progresses. Also, there would be an analysis of the 

completeness and consistency of the design concept that the terminal model is expressing and 

this analysis could be folded back into the ISEM representation. As a result, the design 

description would improve over time and would provide a good departure point for the next 

iteration of the design process. When we begin to sense that our design is sound enough to share, 

we can then create diagrams and charts to share with others using the standard tools. But, behind 

those diagrams and charts you will have the support of the ISEM representations that formalized 

and captured the knowledge that is contained in them. Eventually we may want to use a tool that 

is standard for large scale design representations within our engineering environment. If that is 

the case we can then transfer what has been semi-formally captured in ISEM into that particular 

tool either by writing a parser and transformation tool in order to use the text, or by manually re-

entering the information into an alternative representational format. Those tools normally have a 

frozen formalism that must be adapted to in order to use them and they may not capture all the 

aspects of the design that came out during the design process. So, a case can be made that even if 

you are going to use UML or SysML to capture the generic parts of the design, you may still 

want to use ISEM to capture technical details or domain specific features that those tools do not 

support beyond the traditional methods that we have become accustomed to. Even if you were to 

develop your own UML profile you may still wish to try out ideas that may express how that 

profile should be structured before you spend the money to build the new profile for the UML or 

SysML tool you are using. 

Changes to the Languages 

As a language for software systems architectural design, I think ISEM has value. So the point 

of this research is to bring the language up to date with the latest research on Model Based 

Design and Domain Specific Languages. Now that standards exist in this area there is no reason 

for not using those standards as the basis of the language as long as the standards are not so 
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complex that they obscure the fundamental ideas being expressed. For example, I was lucky to 

find KM3 as a basis for meta-model description because the transformation of the UML 

infrastructure and the MOF was a daunting task. Fortunately, that complexity was not needed. I 

now begin with the reflexivity of the language as my starting point so that all the languages that 

are written in ISEM are reflective
xxx

. One really only needs a reflexive language definition and 

the KM3 representation in order to be able to start creating one‟s own languages as an 

alternative. This was a useful learning task and a worthwhile „knowledge capture exercise‟. As 

we try to create model languages we begin to understand how much we know about the minimal 

methods that they employ. It is one thing to have a general idea of how these methods work and 

another to have a complete consistent representation of the minimal methods. The minimal 

method languages will produce a model that can be used as a basis for building other languages 

in other domains using standard domain engineering techniques. 

Ultimately, applying ISEM to a problem will provide us with a methodological 

representation of the projected design that will more inclusively represent the „problem domain‟ 

where other solutions can also be represented. This allows us to have a basis for exploring the 

design landscape within the design process. ISEM supports the possibility of sketching many 

different designs within a problem space and then allows us to compare them in order to find the 

best option. Exploration of design landscapes is difficult because representations are difficult to 

change. ISEM allows you to pick your level of abstraction and then work variations (as 

necessary) to explore the design language by merely copying a given design fragment and then 

changing it. By producing several different design fragments at some level of abstraction, then 

one can do concrete trade-offs between them because the essential differences are represented 

explicitly in the various design fragments. ISEM models can also be used as a basis for 

simulation. It is a representation that can be read as a configuration file by a hand-built simulator 

to actually test the dynamics of the proposed architectural decision. If the modeling system takes 

on another form of representation in order to drive the simulation, then model transformation 

techniques could be used to make that transformation between different representations 

demanded by the simulators. But, of course, if one is building a simulation oneself then it can be 

tailored to ISEM and the languages that one has built within ISEM. ISEM has been created so it 

can be easily parsed. Identifiers always come directly after their entity type. Also, ISEM is a 

simple language and it is only necessary to parse the small part of ISEM that is actually used. 

Parsing techniques are well understood, but model based design and DSLs are new concepts that 

can provide a simple means for systems and software engineers to use in order to see what they 

can do to improve the efficacy of the design process itself. The enforcement of the language can 

be added quite easily by anyone who desires to have their version of ISEM enforced. Yet, 

enforcement of any given variation of ISEM could be a difficult problem when faced with 

extending the language or creating new languages without parser support. We assume that 

languages such as M from Microsoft Research
xxxi

 that are part of OSLO
xxxii

 as well as MS SQL 

server and other academic languages like Converge and PI will eventually support an easier 

incorporation of textual DSLs. So, we will allow that research to mature while we work on 

improving the base language. We would like to see an open source version of M, which is itself 

an open language that incorporates most of the features we need and ISEM can be augmented 

with OCL
xxxiii

 or Eclipse Ecore
xxxiv

, which would also ease the constraints on its use. 
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